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'Cowardly Liar'
Joseph Duffey, Democratic Nominee for U.S. Senate, responds to attacks from Vice




Democratic Senate nominee Joseph
Duffey called Vice President Spiro Agnew a
"cowardly liar" at a news conference
Friday afternoon. Duffey's statement came
in response to a claim made by Agnew
Thursday night in Ft. Smith, Arkansas that
Duffey "calls himself a marxist."
Agnew later repeated the charge that
Duffey was a "marxist" Friday afternoon in
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
At the hastily called press conference,
Duffey denied the charge and said that he
was sending a telegram to Agnew
challenging him to a "face to face" meeting
when Agnew visits Connecticut on October
'23rd. ,
Duffey announced that he was also sen-
ding a telegram to President Richard Nixon,
calling on him to "repudiate these tactics
of the Vice President when he visited
Hartford Monday.
"I am not a marxist of any kind.. .1 am a
loyal and committed American," Duffey
said during the news conference at the State
Capitol.
Agnew's charge was based on a quote
from a book entitled "The American
Melodrama" about the 1968 presidential
campaign. In the book, Duffey was quoted
as saying "I guess you could call me a
revisionist marxist, but certainly I had very
little sympathy with the Maoist.'
Duffey has explained several times that
the quote was taken out of context andthat
he riieant that he was opposed to the new
left" as a marxist revisionist is opposed to
communism. V
In his statement at the press conference in
the Lieutenant Governor's office at the State
Capitol, Duffey said "along with other loyal
Americans of both political parties, I have
become the target of a vicious smear
campaign by the Vice President of the
United States." ' '
Duffey charged that Agnew was
''following in the pattern set by
Weicker." Congressman Lowell P
Jr. is the Republican nominee for the U.S.
Senate. Several weeks ago he cited the quote
as evidence of Duffey's "radical" politics.
The "marxist revisionist" charge was
first used by Edward Marcus, one ot Dut-
fey's opponents in the Democratic primary
this summer. Supporters of Senator Thomas
Dodd, the independent candidate for the
Senate have also used the quote.
In the advance text of his Ft. Smith
speech, Agnew said "when the Democratic-
nominee for the Senate calls himself a
marxist. . .then it's time that good
Democrats by the millions get out the big
broom and the No. 9 shovel and start
cleaning house."
"I am not a marxist of any kind. .-.I am a
loyal and committed American. I have a
great deal more respect for the decency and
good sense of the American people than
either Mr. Weicker or Mr. Agnew," Duffey
said in his statement.
"The politics of fear and intimidation, as
practiced by the second highest office holder
in the United States must end. And I intend
(continued on p. 4?.
Compromise Reached
On Withdrawal Issue
Students who withdraw voluntarily from
the college will be readmitted automatically
unless the Registrar can present evidence to
the Committee on Academic Affairs that his
return would, be 'harmful" to the com-
munity.
This decision was reached last Thursday
by the Academic Affairs panel in a two hour
session.
The committee would judge on the
validity of the Registrar's evidence, and if
found to be sound, the student would not be
readmitted. He could then appear for an
open hearing before the committee, and/or
to the President.
The decision followed an open meeting
earlier in the week at which students voiced
support for automatic readmission. They
were led by student committee members
David W. Green, '71 andPeter Crawford, '72.
Custis Langhorne, professor of
psychology and chairman of the committee,
said that the final decision was "very close"
and that there was a "very decided division
of opinion" at the Thursday meeting.
The new committee guidelines require
that the student notify the registrar in
writing that he is going to withdraw, and his
reasons.
To return, the student must notify the
Registrar by November 15 for Trinity term
readmittance, and April 15 for the Christ-
mas term.
Langhorne said that the case of non-
admittance would be an "unusual ex-
ception", and would result from some
change of character while the student was
not enrolled.
"We are simply protecting the college on
the rare case that it feels itself jeopar-
dized," he explained. "There will now be a
mean for judging evidence under due
process," said the ten year committee
veteran.
Students had complained at the open
hearing last week that to refuse to admit a
student on rumor and hearsay without a fair
trial would be unjust.
The committee had reached a tentative
agreement on September 14 that the com-
mittee would decide in ALL cases whether
to readmit students on withdrawals. The
issue was reopened only at the request of the
student committee members.
N. Robbins Winslow, dean for educational
services and committee member, supported
the original September 14 guidelines.
"The college must have a way to deal with
people who once they are out we would be
ashamed to let back in," he exclaimed at the
open hearing. It is not known whether he
supported the latest decision.
The committee has in theory, decided on
operating guidelines. These guidelines were
sent to the Faculty yesterday, and will stand




The fact that students cannot come up
with elected representatives for Faculty
committees is a problem which transcends
the committee structure. It can be con-
sidered to be intricately involved in the
question of whether students are able to
participate in the governance of the college.
As of now, there are four Faculty com-
mittees which have student membership:
curriculum, academic affairs, college af-
fairs and lecture. The lecture committee
News Analysis
has no membership problem - students who
shown interest are consideredhave  i t r t rmembers. The college affairs panel ran its
own elections last year, and the mem-
bership is set until at least January, when
the one year terms will expire. Curriculum
and Academic Affairs, however, are not up
by Steven Pearlstein *—*'
to full capacity of student members, and the
few that are serving are doing so beyond
their terms, with the consent of the com-
mittees.
Curtis Langhorne, chairman of the
Academic Affairs Committee and Robert
Lindsay, chairman of the Curriculum
Committee both are troubled by the lack of
initiative on the part of some college body,
either the Mather Hall Board of Governors
or the TCC, to take action. Both these bodies
were officially asked by Faculty Secretary
Rex C. Neaversbn to conduct elections for
committee spots. Both refused on the
grounds that it was none of their business.
President Lockwood is also impatient. He
endorsed the suggestion that the TCC handle
the elections for students. In the en-
dorsement he warned that he might be
forced to call an all-college meeting to deal




John F. Butler, 60, director of placement
and career counseling for 23 years, died
Sunday after a long illness.
He temporarily assumed positions as
director of alumni fund, alumni secretary,
and admissions counselor during his career
at the college.
President Lockwood said Sunday, "It was
a continuing tribute to his extraordinary
service that, whenever an alumnus retur-
ned̂  he visited John...We will sorely miss his
understanding and his knowledge."
Before joining the administration, Mr.
Butler had worked seven years in the trust
department of the then Hartford Con-
necticut Trust Company and he spent two
years with Kolodney and Myers a clothing
firm of Hartford. During World War II, he
served as a Red Cross Field Director. He
was past president of the Eastern College
Personnel Officers Association and had
served on the boards of the Hartford Aid of
Connecticut Junior Republic, Hartley-
Salmon Clinic and Mitchell House. He was
active in the Community Chest and the
Muscular Dystrophy Campaigns. He was a
member of Alph Chi Rho fraternity.
A native of Hartford, Mr. Butler attended
Hartford Public High School and was
graduated from Trinity in 1933. He returned
to the college in 1947 where he established
the Placement Office, one of the first of its
type at a small college.
He leaves his wife Gracie Smith Butler,
two sons, Sean Smith Butler of Hartford and
Anthony Smith Butler, with the U.S. Navy,
Washington, D.C., and a sister, Miss Mary
E. Butler of West Hartford.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10:00
a.m. with a Requiem High Mass in the
Cathedral of St. Joseph, Farmington
Avenue. Calling hours are Tuesday, 2 to 4
and 7 to 9 p.m. at Ahem Funeral Home, 180
Farmington Ave. Donations may be made to
the John F. Butler Memorial Book Fund at
the college.
--Text of Lockwood Statement-
John Butler served • innumerable Trinity
people during the 23 years he was here. Not
only did he help seniors, find jobs, but he
also counseled them through many years as
they established themselves in their various
careers. It was a continuing tribute to his
extraordinary service that, whenever an
alumnus returned, he visited John. It was
quite appropriate that Mr. Butler recom-
mended the change in title from Placement
to Career Placement, for he transformed his
task into a personal concern that won him
the lasting admiration of all who worked
(continued on p. 4)
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Today at 4:,'!(), Return Journey by Dylan
Thomas will be presented in the Austin Arts
Center. The production is sponsored by the
Theatre Arts Department and the Jesters,
and is presented as one of the four "Lift
Productions" which will be shown this fall.
Return Journey was written in 1947 and
(ells of Thomas' return to his home town of
Swansea after World War Two. In the play,
Thomas is searching for the children he
grew up with in (he town fourteen years ago.
Through various characters, a picture of
•the happy children as they grew up along the
Welsh sou coast in the years just before the
war, is presented.
The play is directed by Robert Caputo.
The cast includes Heidi Jerome, Jay Allison,
Dean Hamer, Steve Boswell, and David
Ormiston,
Next Tuesday, the second production of
the series will be presented: Growin' Into
Blackness, and Family Portrait, or My Son
the Black Nationalist.
These plays are being directed by Lewis
Williams.
Scenes from play by Dylan Thomas in which (Left to Itight) Heidi Jerome, David Or-
mislon, Dean Hamer, Steve Boswell, and Jay Allison are in a pub, the 'Jug and Bottle', in
The play will be produced today at 4:30 in the Goodwin Theater,
"Sound Of One Hand Clapping":
As Good As The Poster Buildup
Faster than a speeding bullet, more
powerful than a week of Spiro Agnew
speeches, able to leap over world's
problems in a single bound - look, down in
the Old Cave, it's laughter, it's applause,
it's THE PORTABLE CIRCUS.
But it wasn't always so. A few-weeks ago
in the dark ages of Trinity drama, there was
cultural silence, interrupted only by an
occasional skin flick. Then, from the void,
came signs, posters telling of a future
coming and the "Sound of one hand clap-
ping."
Some people said the posters themselves
were the best thing on the campus; others
said wait and see. Someone even asked what
or who was the PORTABLE CIRCUS.
"Dpn't you know? It is wonder enriched, and
helps build your head in eight ways,"
someone (reputed to be a circus member)
said.
Thursday night, 11 p.m., the opening night
crowd waited, half wondering what was
going to happen, and half wondering how the
hell the old cave used to serve as the dining
room.
by Jason Lloyd
And then it began. "Mrs. Johnson - your
windows shout dirt. Dirt; Mrs. Johnson, you
have unsightly speckles; either your ceiling
is peeling or you have dandruff; oh, that
breath; don't you use a deoderant? That
grey blouse isn't a whiter white - it's grey . .
" The skits kept right on coming.
The brain surgeon with hiccups, Dracula
(Steve Charleston) and the Avon lady
(Lynne Derrick), "long live Alhambra and
the Latin American revolutionaries (Chip
Keyes and Mark Williams), the ailing
Moroccan (Dave Dangler) and the
American tourist (Jeff Lippa), the ill-fated
janitor who became part of a butterfly
collection (Miklos Horvalh), and the helpful
housewife who winds up in the washing
maehing with her starch, her softeners and
her brightene'rs (Ann Convery).
The skits were punchy and funny-quick
far out digs at people and situations, old
vaudville classics, and clever im-
provisations - all well performed in mime
and with dialogue showing not only the
talents of eight good actors, but the ability of
the group to work together as a unit.
They mixed /.any original vignettes with
more familiar routines (psychiatrist jokes,)
but shuffled the combinations and the
audience' expectations so well that the
laughter kept building.
It's easy to go on and recall all the laughs -
the arthritic sherriff, the Neanderthal men
trying to describe; I he first women; or
Moses, accepting his Mission Impossible
assignment to lead the Israelis from Kgypl,
with the warming that if discovered, the
Creator would disavow all knowledge of his
being - and ihcn watching Burning Hush
self-destruct in ten seconds.
iiiil. you had |o be then' • really good skits
can't be described in any other way than by
.seeing (he skit itself. K<> next lime you .sec a
smiling face (on a poster), find out where
and when the circus is setting up, They'll be
jil Trinity, and Vassar and other places. Ami
if you're lucky, you'll ,go where it's at, ami
laugh, and maybe even loose yourself in an
improvisation.
Memory
The college community is
invited to a talk by Professor
Charles Miller of Hie Physics
Department on the topic:
Some Physical Aspects of
Memory. This will be held in
MeCook, rm 204 at 4 P.M. on





Cliip Kvyi's, Director of the Portable
Circus Itrviie, (r.) with Jeff I.ippa (1.),
;> m e m b e r of Hie Kevue.
CE&hVLQSE
Double Bill Wednesday Midnight
by Ted Kroll J
Auto
. An automobile for student
use has again been made
available free of charge to the
college by Dwain Chevrolet of >
East Hartford. Students may
apply to Dean Winslow to use
this car for academic or
academically, related pur-
poses. To. cover gasoline, oil,
.insurance, etc., students are
charged at the rate of 5* per




available from Mr. McKee or
Dean Winslow.
. Fellowship is open to anyone
•who is between the ages of 23
and 36, and who is an
American citizen.
Fellowship winners receive
, a $24,000 salary while working
with the Executive Branch in
, the White House.
The surprise of the week is the ap-
pearance of THE WILD ANGELS and THE
TRIP on a double bill Wednesday at mid-
night at the Cinestudio - two fine, funky
films. Although they have something of a
reputation as grinds on the drive-in circuit,
recently they have joined the ranks of cult
films, juding from their reception at places
like the Orson Welles Cinema in Cambridge
and the British Film Institute. More than
that, they are two exquisite examples of
what could be called 'pop cinema', a genre
of film which started back in the 50's with
such films as THE WILD ONE and THE
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE. Basically
this pop cinema is characterized by feeding
on the instant trends of the youth culture. In
•this way they appear dated extremely
quickly as the hip jargon and styles in rock
n1 roll change, but this process also adds
strength to them since they have captured
the immediate effects of a period which
passes by within a year's time. If you
consider THE WILD ANGELS and THE
TRIP together with EASY RIDER (they
were all made by and around the same
personalities, not the least, of course.is the
dominate starring role of Peter Fonda), I
think you will find a neat trilogy which
shows with immediate clarity the various
changes that have been felt by the young in
America in the 60's.
Aside from pointing out the common
external features these three films share
such as the same actors and directors,
motorcycles and dope, and Rn' R sound-
tracks, perhaps the easiest way to show the
unique band they have is to examine the
progression in their endings. In THE WILD
ANGELS we follow Peter Fonda around as
(he leader of a Hell's Angels - like motor-
cycle gang. The basic plot concerns the
death of his best friend and his discen-
chantment with his gang and their attitudes.
The final shot is of Fonda standing alone
over the grave of his friend while on the
soundtrack we hear the police siren wailing.
The ending is extremely close to that of
Anger's SCORPIO RISING, although it does
not carry any of the same poetic symbolism
of Anger's film.
We pick up Peter Fonda at the beginning
of THE TRIP (made a year later) as a hack
TV commercial film maker in LA very
much disgusted with his job and marriage.
Although he is in a very different social
position from that in THE WILD ANGELS,
he is in the same state psychologically as at
the end of ANGELS, very Insecure and
basically alone. In this film we follow him
procurring the acid {including a fine 360 pan
of following a joint around » circle) and the
resulting fantastic trip he gets on. Mind you,
this is purely a cinematic trip and does nt
attempt except in cinematic terms to
describe the drug experience, which is
impossible to do with a camera anyway, Mr.
Kubrick notwithstanding. Most of the film
shows Fonda freaking out on LA and the
pack aged economy of America as well as
some of his own personal hangups including
some of director Roger Gorman's old Poe
horror film sets. Finally in typical
Hollywood fashion he cashes In the arms of a
beautiful girl. The final shot is a freeze
frame of Fonda in front of a window. His
image, quite literally, falls apart like a pane
of glass shattering.
With EASY EIDEK we join up with Fonda
and Dennis Hopper (who appears in THE
TRIP as a dope freak friend of Fonda) as
they are fleeing the madaemof LA as seen
in THE TRIP to find a a better way of living.
They discover a much more beautiful
landscape, but there is no escaping the
oppressions of American society. This time
the film ends on their two dead bodies in the
middle of the lush green Southern coun-
tryside. An extremely final ending to the
death, filled meanderings of Peter Fonda
throughout the sixties.
Although there was probably no conscious
effort to make these films into an unified
trilogy, the fact that they were made over a
five year period with many of the same
elements tends to give them a similar 'feel'.
Perhaps the greatest contributing factor to
this Is the key starring role of Peter Fonda.
Really, he is not a actor in the stage sense,
that is, he cannot overcome his own per-
sonality in anything he does, but that does
not matter in films such as these. By
focusing on his personality, his screen
presence, In all three films, we can see his
own changes in the way he plays himself'
The quickest indication of this is the dif*
ference between his attitudes towards ISO-
In THE TRIP acid is regarded as sacred
stuff that should be handled,with care, and a
'guide' is necessary to help you through the
experience. This represents the common
attitude toward. LSD when it was first
discovered, a special, life chaning ex-
perience. However, two years later, the acid
trip in EASY RIDER becomes a bummer,
no big deal. One could go on and on about the
delights of these movies. Let me finish by
saying, get rested enough to see both °>
them on Wednesday night <w«H Thursday
.< morning) because thev both are extremely
enjoyable.You could say that they are two
pop' films masterpieces.'
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Delaney and Bonnie Head Campus Concert
by David Bargman
Well, Delaney, Bonnie and Friends were
here. Along with FAT, the group performed
in Ferris Gymnasium last Saturday. A lot of
people really liked them, theirs is one of the
few truly unique styles to come out of
American rock. The last few numbers
constituted as fine a live performance as
I've seen. But there was also a substantial
number of people who couldn't get into it at
all, like the kid who walked around after the
concert, proclaiming to anyone who would
listen that D, B and Friends were "a back up
band in search of a learij'
The first half of their set was uninspired.
FAT had done a credible job of warming the
crowd up, with a solid professional style.
Their mainproblem is the similar format of
each of their songs. At a sit-down concert, it
can get very boring. They should definitely
incorporate that kid who kept running on
stage into their act. D and B came out and
almost immediately one got the impression
that they were bored and anxious to finish
up and leave. The audience for the most part
stayed with them, though, and their
patience did not go unrewarded. They did a •
lot of jamming and the early numbers were
chaotic; nobody seemed to know where
the next solo was coming from.
Seemingly sparked by a driving yet un-
pretentious drum solo during "Coming
Home", the band came together with
Delaney and Bonnie responding in kind.
Bonnie started screaming her gut-wretching
scream, Delaney was talk-singing to the
crowd like a Southern Fundamentalist
preacher on Sunday night radio, and the
gym had suddenly become some kind of
freaked-out revival meeting, with people
shouting and swaying, participating rather
than responding. This is a group that can
communicate its music like few others. If
they're off, it's hopeless; but when they get
to people like they did during the Little
Richard medely, their encore, they are
second to absolutely no one.
There will be a meeting of all
students interested in photographic
facilities at Trinity Thursday night at
7:30 in the Tripod offices. A specific
proposal to the administration will be
drafted at that time.
Career
Counseling
October 13: U. of Penn Law School -
8:45, Mrs. Scott Peace Corps, Mr.
Taylor, 9 a.m.
October 14: U. of Michigan Law School,
10:30, Mr. McCauley Peace Corps, 9
a.m. Oberlin MAT, 10:15 to 1:30, Mr.
Rathbone
October 15: NYU Graduate School of
Business 9:30 to noon. Mr. Wilson U. of
Chicago Business School, 9 a.m., Mr.
Metcalf Catholic U Law School, Dean
Barracato 9-12, U. of Penn Dental
School.
October 16: Albert Einstein College of
Medicine 9:30, Dr. Lazar George
Washington U. Law School 9 a.m., Mr.
Sharpe
•.• ..
: * • * .
. '
Delaney and Bonnie at Ferris
Saturday night Delaney and Bonnie (above) gave a concert in Ferris gymnasium with FAT as
the warmup group. D and B's unique Gospel-inspired style disappointed some, but incited the
rest to frenzied dancing and shouting.
THIS WEEK
Monday, October 12
Bookstore open 11:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. Preliminary Meeting for Draft
Counselors. Alumni Lounge
8:00 p.m. Young Republicans. Alumni
Lounge
8:30 -10:00 p.m. S I M S - Lecture II Tran-
scendental Meditation. Life Sciences Center
Films: 7:30 p.m. "The Firemen's Ball" -
8:55 p.m. "Purple Noon". Cinestudio.
Tuesday, October 13 *
8:00 a.m. The Eucharist. Chapel
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.' Peace Corps. TV
Lounge
1:30p.m. Town-Gown Forum "The New 19th
Century States: Germany and Italy" by Dr.
George Cooper. Goodwin Theater, A.A.C.
3:30.p.m. V. Soccer-U of Mass-Away
4:00 p.m. Faculty Meeting. McCook
Auditorium.
4:30 p.m. Student Directed Performance
Lift 1 Act. Goodwin Theater.
7:00 p.m. Urban Studies 101. Panel
Discussion on Hartford's projected Civic
Center with community participants.
McCook Auditorium.
7.00 p.m. Ghost Shirts Society, Wean
Lounge.
1010:30 p.m. Compline. Chapel.
Wednesday, October 14
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Peace Corps. TV
Lounge
Noon. The Eucharist. Chapel.
12:15 p.m. Football Highlights. Senate Rm.
4:00 p.m. T.C.C. Wean Lounge.
4.:00 p.m. .Physics and Astronomy
Department Seminar. A Talk by Prof.
Charles Miller - Some Physical Aspects of
Memory. Refreshments and informal
discussion will follow - All Welcome. Rm.
204, McCook.
6:45 p.m. SIMS Alumni Lounge^
7:30 p.m. Film: "Julius Caesar" McCook
Auditorium,
7:30 p.m. Film: "Bob and Carol and Ted and
Alice" Cinestudio
9:20 p.m. Film: "Liberation of L.B. Jones"
Cinestudio.
Thursday, October 15
6:45 p.m. SIMS Alumni Lounge
7:45 p.m. Lecture by Dr. Richard S. Nor-
man, Prof, of Biological Science, Univ. of
Conn. - "Computer in Neurophysiology - A
Call For Help"
Faculty Club.
7:00p.m. MHBG Senate Rm.
7:00 p.m. Chess Club. Washington Rm.
7:30 p.m. American Recorder Society.
Music Room, 101
7:30 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. Films (as Wed-
nesday)
8:15 p.m. Trinity College Concert Series.
Music for Flute and Harpsichord performed
by Carl Bergner and Robert Gronquist.
Goodwin Theater.
10:30 p.m. The Eucharist. Chapel.
Friday, October 16
3:00 p.m. F. Soccer - Williams - Home
3:00 p.m. F. Football - Springfield - Home
4:00 p.m. V & F XCountry - So. Conn. -
Away.
5:15 p.m. and 6:15 p.m. Hillel Sabbath
Service. Senate Rm.
6:45 p.m. SIMS Alumni Lounge
7:25 and 11:45 p.m. Film: "Bob and Carol
and Ted and Alice" Cinestudio.
9:15 p.m. Film: "Liberation of L.B. Jones"
Cinestudio.
Saturday, October 17
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. Chess Club Tour-
nament. Washington Room
1:30 p.m. V. Football - Colby - Away
2:00 p.m. V. Soccer - Middlebury - Away
7:25 p.m. Film: "Bob and Carol and Ted and
Alice" Cinestudio.
9:15 p.m. Film: "Liberation of L.B. Jones"
Cinestudio.
Sunday, October 18
9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Chess Club Tour-
nament (Continued)
10:30 a.m. The Eucharist, Chapel Singers,
and Sermon by the Chaplain. Succoth
Brunch. Chapel.
11:15 p.m. Newman Apostolate Mass.
Alumni Lounge .
5:00 p.m. Vespers: Chapel.
7:30 p.m. Film: "Anna Christia"
Cinestudio.
9:10 p.m. Film: "Queen Christina"
Cinestudio,
Monday, October 19
11:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. Bookstore open.




10:00 a.m. Mead Lecture in History by Dr.
Edward T. Salmon, Rome, Italy - Krieble
Auditorium. , .
8:30 p.m. Mead Lecture in Government by




10:30 a.m. The Eucharist - Chapel Singers -
Sermon by the Chaplain - Succoth Brunch.
5:00 p.m. Vespers. '
EXHIBITS
Austin Arts Center
Thru Oct. 31 J.C.E. Taylor Retrospective
Exhibit.
College Library
Thru Oct. 31 - Edna St. Vincent Millay.
Oct. 12 - Nov. 3 Elections 1970
WAVZ and A NEW DAWN PROMOTIONS
presents
rare earth
Also appearing Tension & Fancy
8 p.m. Halloween night - New Haven Arena
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31
Tickets: $3.50 general admission
$4.50 & 5.50 reserved
Pure Sound by SYNCRON
fives 7:30 &9:30
Sun cont from 1:30
FOR SALE
1965 TR 4 Convertible Phone 233-7774.
Excellent Condition; must sell.
ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford
"Call before you leave
the Campus "
Phone 247-0234
Mon. - Thur. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
.. Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.
Sun.-12 a .m. - l l P.m. •
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Arts Center Budget Apathy.
Cut; Reduces Hours
by Katliy
A fifty percent cut in the Austin Arts
Center's budget has forced the center to
reduce its open hours weekly, according to
John Woolley of the Theater Arts Depart-
ment.
The Center, now open eighty hours
weekly, was open ninety hours a week last
year.
"It's fairly amazing that we've only had to




FOR Special Academic Opportunities
in Trinity Term 1970-71
1. STUDENT-TAUGHT COURSES (see
p. 48 of HANDBOOK). Deadline for
submission of 15 copies of proposal: 21
October 1970, Give to: Professor Robert
Lindsay, McCook Building. See Dean
Winslow if you have questions.
2. OPEN SEMESTER?, (see p. 50 of
HANDBOOK)
Living Off CampuM preliminary
discussion with Dean Winslow by 23
October 1970. Final proposal by 13
November 1970.
Living On Campus: preliminary
discussion with Dean Winslow by 15
December 1970. Final proposal by 8
January 1971.
Note: Final approval of ALL open
Semester proposals is contingent upon
removing all Incomplete grades for
Christmas Term 1&70-71 prior to 22
January 1971.
3. TRINITY-HIGH SCHOOL SEMINAR
PROGRAM (see p. 51 of HANDBOOK).
Deadline for submission of prospectus
to Dean 'Winslow: 1 December 1970.
4. TWELVE-COLLEGE EXCHANGE
PROGRAM. The several coordinators
have yet to meet todecide whether to
re-open applications for second
semester. Notice of this decision
(hopefully available by early
•November) will be communicated to
the TRIPOD.
5. LEAVE OF ABSENCE TO STUDY
ABROAD, Preliminary discussion with
Dean Winslow by 23 NOctober 1970.
Final plans made and approved by
Trinity College by 13 November 1970.
0. GREATER HARTFORD IN-
TERCOLLEGIATE REGISTRATION
PROGRAM; ONE COURSE
REGISTRATION (ON A COMMUTER
BASIS) AT WESLEYAN OR CON-
NECTICUT COLLEGE. See Catalogues
available in Registrar's Office. Make
application for the specific course by
the time of Pre-Registration at Trinity
College, 10 November 1970.
SUMMER EUROPE $187 *
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES —
opportunities for students b
educ, staff of our University or
Univ. group to obtain low-cost
travel to Europe, 'Round-trip
prices as low as $187 (or min-
imum group of 40.






budget cut," Wolley said.
The Center was allocated $3500 for the
year to pay the wages of students who man
desks and assist in the music and art
departments of the Center. Since the budget
has been cut, fewer work hours can be
financed, and consequently the Center
cannot afford to stay open as many hours
weekly as last year, Woolley said.
Last year the center was open from 9 a.m.
to midnight on weekdays, 1 to 5 o'clock on
Saturdays, and 1 to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.
tomidnight on Sundays. Now, however, it is
open only from 9 a.m. toll p.m. on week-
days, closed all day Saturday, and open
from l to 11 p.m. on Sundays.
"Saturday has been the least used time of
the building," Woolley said.
The Center, which was built six years ago,
is "being used almost to an excessive
capacity" said Woolley. He added that the
facilities were overburdened within a year
of the construction of the building.
The facilities open to students include The
Widener Gallery, the Goodwin Theater,
listening rooms, one recreational and four
private, all of which are in constant use, a
rehearsal room for the glee club and the
band, the seminar room, a record library,
two practice rooms, a second floor gallery
for student and faculty art exhibits, a studio
for painting and drawing, as well as studios
for graphics and sculpture, an art study
classroom, a projection-lecture room
seating one-hundred, and a slide library.
The Center also houses the Cress Study
Collection and the McMurray Collection of
paintings.
Most of the facilities are available to
students whenever the Center is open,
although reservations must be made for
listening rooms. The Widener Gallery is
open only from l to 5 p.m. for security
reasons, according to Woolley.
In spite of the budget cuts, the Theater
Arts Department has increased its major
productions from three to four and plans to
bring in one or two outside companies to
perform. In addition, a series of four one-act
plays will be presented each semester.
Butler (From P.I)
with him and who profited from his wise,
friendly, and, not infrequently, humorous
advise. What some may not know was his
continually unsatisfied thirst for reading.
He knew books, and therefore he knew few
limits to his curiosity about men and affairs.
And he knew Trinity College well. We will
sorely miss his understanding and his
knowledge, Trinity College is a better place
for having had the fortune of his services. I
join with countless others in expressing our
sorrow and in extending our deepest sym-
pathy to his family and friends.
DARTEC (Drug Addicts
Rehabilitated Through the Educational
Community) HOUSE will hold an open
house on October 17 at 8 p.m., Un-
dercliff Road, Meriden. DARTEC is the
only facility in the area where
professionals as well as
paraprofessionals work together as a
team to help drug addicts re-shape
their lives. It is the only state run
program offering complete educational






MRS. R. H. GILPEN 529 4911
19 FA1RVIEW DRIVE WfTHERSFIELD
WILL DELIVER TO CAMPUS S E
STUDENTS — FACULTY
PLAN FOR CHRISTMAS NOW! Join group to LONDON
via TWA Dec. 22 - Jon. 2. Cost from Hartford back to
Hartford $229.00 (basis minimum group of 40 persons
traveling together) - air only. Land arrangements on re-
quest. Arrangements through MARENDAZ TRAVEL
AGENCY, Hartford, Conn. Contact Ellen Mulqueen at
Mother Hall for details.
with the problem, but no plans for the
convocation have been set. His inaction
may indicate some forthcoming Faculty
initiative in this regard.
Lindsay says that he would like .students
to elect representatives themselves.. Ho is
reluctant to have the Faculty run the
elections for students.
Langhorne, on tho other hand, says that if
no solution is found soon, his committee
might follow the example of the College
Affairs Committee and pick up at random
the names of students who express interest
in serving.
The whole matter has been under con-
sideration by the Faculty Conference for
some time. It was the conference that
initiated the requests to the TCC and tho
Mather Hall Board.
Conference secretary Bradly W. Perry,
assistant professor of physics, feels that for
each committee to run elections in its own
way is "absurd." He and chairman
Neaverson have no comment as of yet as to
where the Faculty might go from here on the
problem, though it is still under active
consideration.
But the Confrenee is also concerned about
student participation in other Faculty
business. Last spring, the TRIPOD for-
mally requested that a reporter be admitted
to all Faculty meetings under certain
guidelines, and to all committee meetings.
Since that time, no formal action has been
taken, by the Conference.
It has been explained to the TRIPOD that
the question of news coverage for Faculty
business is being considered in the larger
area of student participation in that
business, and that since the latter is in such
a state of flux, a decision is difficult.
There have been suggestions that Faculty
meetings be open to all students visitors
from then Edwin P. Nye, dean of the
Faculty. Other faculty members are con-
sidering admission to meetings for students
who sit on Faculty committees. Up to now,
there has been no attempt to separate these
issues from that of allowing a reporter into
the meetings.
In the meantime, the TRIPOD must put
its ear to the door in an effort to sort out
Faculty business, and bring matters to
public attention before their fate has been
permanently settled. Because their
membership is so shaky the few student
representatives on committees are reluc-
tant to talk in public about committee
considerations or proposals until a formal
presentation has been made to the Faculty.




An educational experiment which will
study the different contexts of milestones in
western development is in the process of
formation this week.
According to its organizers, the ex-
periment will deviate from all traditional
educational norms.
Headed by Miller Brown, instructor of
philosophy, Charles Miller, associate
professor of physics, and Norm Miller,
professor of sociology, the group will hold an
open meeting on Friday to discuss ways of
implimenting the experiment.
"Its not a course, its not s. seminar, its not
an independent study," said Brown. "And
there will be no teachers, and no students-
just a group of intelligent and interested
people partaking in an undisciplined
inquiry," he explained,
The general purpose of the group will be to
study important developments of western
civilization in its different contexts-
sociological, philosophical, scientific,
historical, literary, and so forth.
The three organizers reject the label of
"interdisciplinary." "We won't be studying
a particular development from different
angles-rather, we will be studying the
relationship between various activities and
movements at the time of the development
to the development itself," explained
Charles Miller.
"We will be studying from a focus out-
ward," said Brown. Possible foci include the
discovery of the theory of relativity, or the
publishing of ORIGIN OF THE SPECIES,
by Darwin. Norm Miller said that credit
could be available for the experiment, which
is tentatively planned for next semester. He
said that papers, done individually or with
other group members, will be part of the
program. The meeting on Friday will be at
4:00 in Wean Lounge. Anyone interested in
joining the group is welcome.
( F r o m P . I )
committees that "committee business" is
"Faculty business," and that the Faculty
should be the first to know about anything
important, lest resentment lead to rejection
of major proposals.
Here'is where the real impact of student
impotence on the issue of Faculty com-
mittees is fell. As long as students fail to
provide effective and representative
membership on Faculty committees,
business before those; panels will be dealt
with as "Faculty business", not "com-
munity business." And as long as the
questions of secrecy and news coverage are
tied to the election of students to these
committees, the Faculty can maintain ef-





A dinner sponsored by the religion
department to explain various post
graduate studies offered to those con-
sidering careers in ministry will be held
Thursday, October 22.
Anyone interested in learning about such
programs and attending the dinner should
contact John A. Gettior, Acting Chairman in
Downes Memorial 303, or Miss Carol
Steiman, Department Secretary in Seabury
23, by Friday, October 16.
The Fund for Theological Education in
Princeton,' New Jersey is accepting ap-
plications for fellowships in any Protestant
seminary that is accredited by the
American Association of Theological
Candidacy is open to men and women who
are willing to consider the possibility of one
of the ordained Protestant ministries.
The amount of the award provides for
room and board, tuition, and monthly
stipend.
Each candidate must be nominated by a
minister, faculty member or former Fellow,
Tho letter of nomination giving only the
name and address of the nominee, must be
received in Princeton no later than
November 20; awards are announced in
early March.
The Protestant Fellowship Program,
which stems from the same program, is also
accepting applications from Black Students
who are interested in a career in the
ministry.
Candidates must be Black and have a
cumulative academic average of at least a
"B".
Fellows may attend any college or
university accredited by the American
Association of Theological Schools.
Candidates must also be nominated by a
clergy no later than November 20th. All
applications must bo sont to The Fund for
Theological Education, Inc.; Research




to do my part to stop" it here and now,"
Duffey continued.
In his telegram to the Vice President
Duffey said:
"When you come to Connecticut on Oc-
tober 23rd, you will doubtless repeat the
.smear attacks you have made on rne
already."
"I am challenging you to show the
decency and integrity to meet me face to
face. Because, Mr. Agncw, that is the way
we do things here in America," he con-
tinued.
"We discuss our differences honestly and
openly. We do not assault those who
disagree with us with smears and ui-
nuendos-tn Tulsu, Oklahoma."
"I ask you to respond directly, yes or no,
to this challenge."
In his telegram to the President, Dutfey
asked Nixon to "tell the people of this state
and the country whether or not you support
the tactics of Mr. Agnew."
"If you hope to bring Americans together,
the best step you could take at this tune
would be to clearly repudiate these tactics,
along with the tactics of all other ex-
tremist* of both left ami right who &&•
tearing this eoiHrtry af«rt,"








We join the College community in mourning the death
of John Butler. A man endowed with the most humane
qualities, his lifework was motivated by a sincere interest
in the hopes and ambitions of those he counseled. Guided
by a frank and generous intellect, he helped a generation
of students realize their talents in the world beyond the
ivory towers.
We deeply regret the passing of John Butler who for 23
years enriched his alma mater with the grace and
compassion that were the conspicuous constituents of his
character.
Faculty Meeting
The Faculty today will hold its second regular meeting
of the year. Deliberation will continue on a wide range of
issues: The Summer School Program, Campus
Disruptions, Guidelines for Appointments and
Promotions, the New Curriculum, and Consideration of
An Increase in the Size of the Faculty, to name a few.
Conspicuously absent from these deliberations,
however, is the group which in all probability will be most
profoundly affected by their final outcome — the student
body.
. It is unexplained why the Faculty, having recognized
the value of student participation in the committee
structure, wishes to exclude students from their regular
meetings. The significance of student participation on a
committee is greatly reduced when the student
representatives are not allowed to defend their position
before the body that makes the final decision. In addition,
The Faculty is handicapped by not having access to the
one segment of their committee that is both well versed in
the problem under consideration and representative of
the other constituent body so greatly affected by the
issue.
Recently the Faculty has petitioned in recognition of
the need for openess and consultation in the decision-
making process. This protest against the administration
failure to consult them in the decision to convert the
Faculty Club into a dining area should be extended in the
form of a protest against their own decision-making
procedures which fail to fully involve students.
The Faculty should make the addition of student
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In a College as tradition bound as ours, I am always
happy to observe the addition of a new rite to our
repetoire of reverence. The skin flick has roots as old
as man himself. Yet it has a certain topical quality
which has endowed it with a peculiar popularity
through the ages. At Trinity, its weekly unveiling
ignites an enthusiasm which no professor could hope to
equal, regardless of his act. It is the closest thing we
have today to a true spirit of community. All who at-
tend these affairs are of like mind, a rare show of
unanimity in our era of diversity. Our thousands of
Deans and human relations experts who so ineptly
attempt to deal with College problems are obviously
overlooking this unifying factor.
Motivated purely by a sense of journalistic curiosity,
I attended one of these midnight (showings), incognito
of course. Great was my surprise to find fully one-third
of the campus lined up outside the Cinestudio in a state
of ravenous anticipation. The disguises adopted for the
occasion were truly ingenious. Never was $1.50 prof-
fered so eagerly for the privilege of seeing the worst
film ever made. H.L. Mencken, were he alive, would no
doubt have felt divinely vindicated. Somehow, the
refinements of plot lose out in such circumstances to
the imperative of form. The movie itself was rather
reminiscent of some of our recent educational in-
novations; it appealed to the sense but not to the mind.
There were of course a few untoward incidents,
Several female chauvanists, who for some inexplicable
reason were offended by the subject matter, spread the
rumor that the movie was being sponsored by the
Office of Community Life. This caused a run on the
ticket office for refunds as widespread panic grip-
pedthe crowd. This vicious lie was soon put to rest,
however, when the movie began precisely on schedule.
Such a dazzling display of efficiency is obviously
anathema to the Community Life Office. Female ef-
forts to invade the premises were vigorously ap-
plauded.
The auditorium itself rather resembled a glorified
locker room, which was no doubt congenial to all
present, including the girls. In the true spirit of recent
trends in the theatre, audience participation was en-
couraged.
Indeed, the comments from the audience were a
good deal more interesting than the cinematic piece
being presented. An originality and profundity of
thought found expression to a degree unknown before
at Trinity. Perhaps there is something to those com-
plaints that academic course material is uninspiring.
There is real food for thought here. Since, true to its
tradition of academic excellence, the College sees fit to
grant course credit to any strange thing that someone
can spend five minutes thinking up, they surely
cangrant credit to these Wednesday evening seminars.
As educational experiences of a kind, they are without
parallel.
There is yet another field that lies untapped and that
is the Open Semester. What could be more edifying
than to spend four months making a movie of this
particular genre? Given the fact that the Ad-
ministration wants to rid the campus of as many
people as possible, and given its bizarre tastes in
educational projects, approval for such an undertaking
would no doubt be immediate. Considering the present
diluted state of liberal arts at the College, it could
easily be argued that such a project was an in-
dispensable part of a Trinity education. If nothing else,
it is topical and as we all know, that has become an
acceptable substitute i'or real learning.
—The Draft
Unrequested II-S Deferment
The last two installments have explained why, as
December 31 approaches, some students may want to
be in class I-A. These will be students with high Lottery
numbers who want to have their year of vulnerability
to the draft behind them on January 1,1971. They must
be in class I-A, I—A—0 Xnoncombatant CO.) or 1-0
(civilian work CO.) on December 31.
Students who began college this September have no
difficulty in being I-A. If they do not request the II-S
deferment their local boards have no authority to place
them in class II-S. IThe form submitted by the
student's college attesting to his student status is not a
request. Only a written request from the student will
suffice. A student beginning his first year who does
receive an unrequested and unwanted II-S deferment
might consider writing to his board explaining that no
II-S deferment was sought nor desired. A sound
practice is to send all letters by certified mail, return
receipt requested. A copy should be made for the
student's own records.
Students who were in class II-S last year are in a
more difficult position. The Selective Service System
has been following the practice of requiring only one
request from a student, The single request covers all
four or five years the student attends college. As a
result, many students may be placed in class II-S this
year without having requested the deferment. Unless
they succeed in losing the deferment prior to
December 31 they will be compelled to worry about the
draft for at least one more year. This result is in direct
conflict with the avowed purpose of the Lottery, i.e., to
allow young men to expose themselves to the draft for
one year EARLY IN THEIR LIVES.
In addition, we believe the Selective Service
System's interpretation of the law is wrong. We are led
to this conclusion for the following reasons. (1) The 1967
Act provides that a student must request the II-S
deferment under procedures to be established by Ihe
President. (2) The President has provided in the
Regulations that the II-S deferment cannot be granted
for a period longer than one year at a time (32 C.FH.
1622.2i:b>). (4) The President's Regulations further
provide that after a classification is "reopened" the
student must be classified "as if he had never before
been classified" (32 C.P.R. 1625.11), There is no doubt
but that a student who has never before been classified
must request the II-S deferment. Consequently, there
should be no doubt that a student must request the II-S
deferment each year, regardless of his prior
classification. If he has not equested the deferment, he
should not be in class II-S.
Most local boards are probably not familiar with this
position and will continue to follow their old practice. A
student who is placed in class II-S who does not wish to
be so classified should consider writing to his board.
The letter might explain that he does not want the II-S
deferment, that he has not requested it, and that, in
fact, the law does not allow it.
Since no court has yet ruled on this particular issue
there is no authoritative determination of its correct-
ness. We will first seek to convince the Selective
Service System to alter its present policy. Should we
fail, we will seek to have,the issue resolved in court
through a class action brought on behalf of all students.
We will report the results of our efforts in a future
column.
Tripod
The TRIPOD will hold a full staff
meeting Friday at 4 p.m. in the office.
All reporters, photographers, and
writers should attend. Black tie, white
' socks.
Vote 18
LETS VOTE 18 heeds stu-
dents who want to help lower
the voting a'ge. This issue will
appear on Connecticut ballots
Nov. 3. Students are needed to
help canvass and telephone, Stu-
dent speakers are needed to fill
invitations from local rotary
clubs. Contact State Headquar-
ters, 37 Webster St., 549-3069.
G r a d u a t e R e c o r d
Examinations will be given on
the following dates this
academic year: October 24,
December 12, January 16,
February 27, April 24, and
June 19. Applications should
be made to the Educational
Testing Service, where Chuch
K Stone works, three weeks in
advance of the testing date.
Volunteers
College students are needed
to help mentally retarded





skills, assisting in re
creational activities, etc.. If
you have a free hour or more
before or after classes, con-
tact Mrs. Young at the Hart-
ford Regional Center, 71
Mountain Road, Newington,
Connecticut or call the Center
at 666-1471,
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Gridders Edge RPI 1440;
Kiarsis Sparks Third Win
Peter Adams is seen in action last week. The Bantams lost one game and tied once
last week, leaving them with an 0-2-1 mark thus far. The Dathmen travel to Amherst
today to meet UMass.
Boaters Fall To Union 2-l9
Tie Tufts on Snyder Goal
1>V .Shawn O'Donnell
The Trinity soccer team enters the third
week of the season still winless. However,
last Saturday's 2-2 deadlock against Tufts
was a victory of sorts. After dropping the
first two games 2-1 and 1-0 to MIT and
Union, respectively, the Bantams seemed
on the verge of sliding into Roy Dath's first
losing campaign. The tie with Tufts could
perk up team morale.
Fall to Union
Trinity began the week by traveling to
Schnectady to face Union on Wednesday.
The Hilltoppers failed to generate any kind
of .attack against the host team. Union
nicked goalie Dick Wood for the game's only
score. At this point, Trinity seemed
hopelessly disorganized and virtually
assured of a bleak season.
Tie Tufts
The Bantams did a dramatic about-face in
• their next outing. Stung by consecutive
lackluster performances, the team played
an inspired first half against the rowdy
Jumbos. Jamie Whilall caught the Tufts
goalie out of position and banked his first
varsity goal into the net in the first quarter.
Tufts leveled the count at 1-1 before the half
ended. The charged Bantams cooled in the
second half and Tufts led 2-1 with a minute
to go. Then, Doug Snyder brought the Dath-
men back from the brink of defeat with his
second goal of the year. Heartened, Trinity
held off the Jumbos in two overtime periods
to salvaee the 2-2 stalemate.
Sophs Improving
Coach Dath's young team seems to be
maturing and improving with each game.
Prospects for a successful season have
brightened somewhat following Saturday's
game. It remains for young Doug Snyder
and the other promising sophomores to
develop into first line varsity players. The
progress they have made in the first three
games indicates that they will arrive soon.
RPI against Trinity, a defensive battle?
Even Isaiah the Profit in a fit of frenzied
divine meditation could have foreseen the
Bantams 14-10 victory over the Engineers
Saturday.
It was the defense and another out-
standing performance by Dave Kiarsis that
brought the second ranked small college
team in New England its third consecutive
win.
Kiarsis, the nations leading rusher for the
first two weeks of the season, will probably
retain that lead as he shattered the
Engineer line for 101 yards in his li! carries.
He also scored both Bantam touchdowns,
RPI tallied twice in the first five minutes,
courtesy of an interception and a fumble by
the Trin offense, the Engineers were shutout
over the remaining 55 minutes however, as
the Bantams defense put together their
second string game in a row.
The tone for the game was set on the
opening series of downs. Kiarsis burst off
right tackle for 12 yards but then Erich
Wollers was dumped twice attempting to
puss and had a third attempt deflected in the
line. The ball went high into the air and
settled in the arms of an RPI linebacker who
carried it 15 yards to the Bantam 15. Chris
Vasiloff brought the Engineers the rest of
the way, scoring himself on a four yard
plunge.
A kiarsis fumble on the next series gave
RPI the ball on the Bant 24, but the defense






Playing against a tough Springfield
College squad, the Trinity freshman soccer
team was defeated by a score of 2-1. The
Bantams, whose record is' now 1-1, next play
a home match against Williams this Friday.
The game began as a rugged defensive
battle as neither team was able to score in
the first half. Both squads had numerous
scoring opportunities but simply could not
put the ball in the goal. Trinity finally broke
George B. Cooper will deliver his
second TOWN-GOWN Lecture today at
1:30 in the Austin Arts Center. The
Topic will be THE NEW NINTEENTH
CENTURY STATES, GERMANY AND
ITALY.
The Trinity cross country team fell to its
third loss in as many starts Saturday by
bowing to Union, 20-42 despite a first place
finish by senior captain John Durland.
Durland completed the Trinity course in
26:10 in his first win of the season, just
seconds ahead of Union's top finisher, Tim
McCabe. Other high finishers for Craig
Phillips' Bantams were Bob Halpern in
seventh place, Bob Haff in tenth, Mike
Geiser eleventh, Jay Moller thirteenth, and
Greg Bartlett fifteenth.
The harriers will be at Southern Con-
necticut on Friday in a 4:00 meet.
The Results: 1. Durland (T), 26:10 2.
McCabe (U); 3. Nesbit (U)' 4. Moeckel (U);
5. Tie, Wagner (U) and Forbes (U); 7.
Halpern (T); 8. Braham (U); 9. Burgess
(U); 10. Haff (T); 11. Geiser (T); 12. Poe
(U); 13. Moller (T); 14 Rice (U); 15. Bar-
llett CD.
by Dick Vano
Kiarsis atoned for his fumble seconds
later as quarterback Erich Wolters caught
RPI in a blitz and gave to Dave on a draw.
Kiarsis exploded up the middle and outran
the Trojan secondary for a 72 yard touch-
down. Quenlin Keith converted.
The eventual winning touchdown was
scored early in the second period on another
Kiarsis jaunt culminating an !!() yard drive.
The senior halfback took an inside handoff,
.spun off two would-be lacklers and sprinted
down the right sideline 31 yards for the
score. Keith made it 11 in a row on the
conversion.
Early in the second half Wolters passed
Trinity to the 13 where the drive stalled.
Keith's field goal attempt went through the
cross bars for an apparent field goal, but the
referee, in a poor position and seemingly
responding to the roar of the RPI crowd,
thought otherwise.
A fumble recovery by Bob Thiel and an
interception by Gene Coney went for naught
as time and again Bantam drives were
frustrated. With only a few minutes
remaining in the game Trin was forced to
punt from its own 10. The snap was high,
forcing punter Joe McCabe to scramble as
the KPI punt rush materialized.
Miraculously MeCabe boomed a 57 yard
kick on the run to get the Bantams out of the
jam.
A furious dosing rally by KPI was stopped
as the Bantam front wall dumped Vasiloff
once and harassed him into several in-
completions.
SCORING
Trinity? 7 0 0-14
RPI 10 0 0 0 -10
RPI - Vasiloff, 4 yard run (Fairchild kick)
RPI • Fairchild, 39 yard field goal
Trin • Kiarsis, 72 yard run (Keith kick)
Trin - Kiarsis, 31 yard run (Keith kick)
STATISTICS
Bantams On Top
Trinity stands alone at the top of the league standings after its 14-10 victory over RPI
Saturday. This is the first week that the Bantams have led the newly formed TRIPOD
.-. . • , -., . , v , • , , • n league, the Joint Organization for Competitive Kollege Sports (JOCKS)
H f e S X d e d n a cornerTick'L Ml h
 M i < j d l e b 1
U I * t h e l e a d e r f o r t h e f i r s t three weeks, fell to Williams 31-14 Saturday. TrinityHiemann headed in a corner kick by BUI has already beaten Williams, topping the Ephs, 35-28, in their season's opener.
Brouse. This lead was not to last, however,
as Springfield came back to score two goals
before the period ended. The Bantams had a
number of chances to score in the final
period but simply could not connect.
According to Coach Robie Shults, the
frosh "played well but obviously not well
enough to win." Springfield,.always one of
the toughest teams on Trinity's schedule,
was simply too strong. Coach Shults feels,
however, that the squad has been improving
with each game and must simply learn to
work better as a team. After the Springfield
game, Shults singled out goalie Glenn
Preminger for his outstanding play in the
net.
The Trinity freshmen football team not
only lost its game to Union Friday but lost
several players as well. The Bantams lost
21-14 in their season's opener, despite a
lurious second half rally.
• Union had taken a 21-0 lead early in the
second half, thanks to several Trinity
.miscues, when the frosh began their rally.
Quarterback Saul Weizenthal fired two
touchdown passes to split end Ron Duckett
to bring the Bantams to within one touch-
down. Weizenthal drove the team deep into
Union territory two other times but was
unable to reach paydirt.
"We dominated the second half despite all
mir injuries." said coach Chet McPhee, "but
wo just didn't have enough time. "I hope
*e\-e learned from it. We made too many
mistakes and they cost us. I'm naturallv
disappointed with the loss but, even with
injuries. I think we have a strong enough
squad to have a good season."
Coach Don Miller's charges are the only remaining undefeated team in the league.
Middlebury, Bowdoin and Hamilton have suffered only one loss apiece. The new league




























































































































































































Sophomore full back Joe McCabe
powers up the field against Williams.
McCabe slashed for 77 yards in 15
carries in Saturday's 14-10 victory over
RPI. In addition he punted for a 43.3
yard average, including a crucial 57





Having to suffer the taunts of Gracey for a
whole week, on top of which he had the gau'
to steal my jokes, it was with no trepidation
that I awaited the week's results. I a"1 "f
best. And when the dust had cleared* °
Isaiah missed seven big ones, completely
showing his ignorance of the realm «'
football. And even though I went into-we
week leading with a 14-5 record compare"
with Isaiah's pitiful l,(fi. 1 was not slowed D>
overconf idem.1!', and picked seven correct^
missing onh 4 Isaiah's record therefore
slips to 17-u .or a dismal Ml%> while'
steadily .stay a! ->\ <i or Tim. Only <W
question remains, will Isaiah retire, or *»
he trnpruu' his picks ml to mention 'u
article • su that he ssof a hvj.h i-nough lio
tn pick isi the big lt\tuue~"
